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PrinciPAl inveStigAtorS:  

Funding support for this project was provided by the northeastern States research cooperative (nSrc), a partnership of northern Forest states (new hampshire, vermont, Maine, and 
new york), in coordination with the uSdA Forest Service.

nSrc

wind power has emerged as an important source of renewable energy in new england. the strongest inland 
wind resource is located on higher elevation ridgelines within the northern Forest, and several commercial 
wind power projects have been proposed for these areas. these projects can make an important contribution 
to the region’s renewable energy supply, but if inappropriately sited, they will have a significant adverse 
impact on natural and cultural values of the northern Forest landscape. this project provides the public 
and policymakers with analytical information on potential conflicts between wind power development and 
significant natural resource values at ridgeline sites in Maine and new hampshire. 

using publicly-available wind resource data, nSrc researchers delineated 267 sites in Maine that possess 
a commercially viable wind power resource. using giS (geographic information systems) technology, these 
sites were overlaid with existing conservation lands and significant natural resource values (occurrences of 
rare plants, animals, and natural communities; critical summit ecosystems; hiking trails; visibility from the 
Appalachian trail; and steep slopes). results show that sites vary widely in degree of overlap with these 
resources. this information provides a starting point for determining which sites may potentially be suitable 
(or unsuitable) for development. A similar analysis for new hampshire is on-going.  

researchers have presented this approach at public workshops and conferences and are involved in major 
policy initiatives including the new hampshire energy Policy commission and the governor’s task Force on 
wind Power development in Maine. their findings are being used to promote state-based wind power policies 
that guide development to sites of lower natural resource value.


